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ON THE HARISH-CHANDRA HOMOMORPHISM
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J. LEPOWSKYt1)

ABSTRACT.   Using the Iwasawa decomposition  9 = t©a©n of a real

semisimple Lie algebra 9,  Harish-Chandra has defined a now-classical

homomorphism from the centralizer of  E  in the universal enveloping alge-

bra of  9 into the enveloping algebra fl of a.  He proved, using analysis,

that its image is the space of Weyl group invariants in 3. Here the weaker

fact that the image is contained in this space of invariants is proved "pure-

ly algebraically". In fact, this proof is carried out in the general setting of

semisimple symmetric Lie algebras over arbitrary fields of characteristic

zero, so that Harish-Chandra's result is generalized.  Related results are also

obtained.

1. Introduction. Several years ago, Harish-Chandra introduced a certain

mapping which now lies at the foundation of many extensive approaches to

the representation theory of semisimple Lie groups. Let  g= f $ a © n be an

Iwasawa decomposition of a real semisimple Lie algebra, § the universal

enveloping algebra of çj, £3    the centralizer of  t   in y, and U the universal

enveloping algebra of  a. The Harish-Chandra mapping to which we refer is

the homomorphism p: y   —* u defined by the projection to u with respect to

the decomposition § = (3 ©(£§ + §n) (see [2(b), §4]). Probably the most

significant single property of p is that its image is contained in the algebra

Qw of suitably translated (by half the sum of the positive restricted roots)

Weyl group invariants in U. (Its image actually equals &w-)   See [2(b), §4]

for the original proof. Although this property is "purely algebraic," we know

of no existing proofs which do not rely on analysis on the corresponding real

semisimple Lie group. The main purpose of this paper is to present a "purely

algebraic" proof of the fact that p(§ ) C U^. The problem of finding such a

proof was posed by B. Kostant and also by J. Dixmier.
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In his recent book [l], Dixmier sets up an algebraic formalism which re-

covers the "algebraic" properties of real semisimple Lie algebras. Beginning

with a "semisimple symmetric Lie algebra"—a pair (3, 9) where   3 is a semi-

simple Lie algebra over an arbitrary field of characteristic zero and 9 is

an arbitrary automorphism of  3  such that 92 = 1—he obtains Cartan sub-

spaces and Iwasawa decompositions [l, §1.13]. He then shows that certain

theorems on representations of real semisimple Lie algebras, including some

results of [2(a)], [5] and [6], carry over to the general context [l, Chapter 9].

Our proof of the theorem p(§ ) C Qw holds in this setting, and therefore gen-

eralizes Harish-Chandra's original result. Our argument, which is very differ-

ent from the existing analytic proofs, is not long; much of this paper consists

of material on semisimple symmetric Lie algebras which is well known in the

familiar special case of real semisimple Lie algebras.

The contents of this paper are as follows: In §2, we give an exposition

of the relevant properties of semisimple symmetric Lie algebras, including a

discussion of the restricted root system and the restricted Weyl group.

The subject of §3 is the restriction homomorphism from the algebra of

Ç-invariant polynomial functions on   £>  into the algebra of polynomial functions

on  a, where  3 = Ï © ip is the "symmetric decomposition" (i.e., eigenspace

decomposition) of  3  corresponding to 9, and  a is a "splitting" Cartan sub-

space of  J3. We show that this map injects into the algebra of Weyl group in-

variant polynomial functions on  a. We do not know how to prove algebraically

that it maps onto these invariants, except when dim a = 1. This would be an

algebraic generalization of Chevalley's polynomial restriction theorem, and

could be used to prove tb-rt />(§ ) is all of &w.  Our proof of the fact that the

restriction homomorphism maps into the Weyl group invariant polynomials re-

duces the problem to the three-dimensional simple case and solves it there.

The injectivity follows from [l, Proposition 1.13.13], but our proof avoids the

use of algebraic groups. We include an alternate proof, due to G. McCollum,

of the key lemma for the injectivity.

The main theorem is stated and proved in §4. We include mention of the

kernel of p, which is already known in the general setting (see [5, Remark

4.6], and the presentation in [l, Proposition 9.2.15]), although because of our

injectivity result in §3 we can again avoid using Lie or algebraic groups. The

proof that pi)j ) C Cf„,  is done in two stages:   First we prove it when dim a

= 1 (and in this case we also prove that ¿>(§ ) = &w), using §3. Then we re-

duce the general case to this case by examining suitable semisimple subal-

gebras of  3 associated with the simple restricted roots. The intermediate re-

sult, Theorem 4.17, is also interesting.
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Finally, in the Appendix, we give a vector-valued generalization of the

injectivity result of §3. This result also generalizes an argument in [5, proof

of Lemma 4.1] (see also [6] and [l, Lemma 9.2.7, part (b) of the proof]) which

depends on Lie or algebraic groups. Our original proof was simplified by G.

McColIum.

We would like to thank McColIum for many valuable conversations and J.

Dixmier for generously giving us access to the manuscript of his book. Cer-

tain of our methods were inspired by arguments found in [4] and [7, P. Cartier's

Expose no. 18].

Notations. The dual of a vector space  V is denoted V   .  Z + , Q and R

denote respectively the set of nonnegative integers and the fields of rational

and real numbers. The restriction of a function / to a subset X of its domain

is written f\X.

2. Preliminaries on semisimple symmetric Lie algebras. Fix a field k of

characteristic zero. Let (3, 9) be a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra over

k, in the sense of [l, §1.13]. That is,   3  is a semisimple Lie algebra over k

and 9 is an automorphism of 3  such that 9=1. Let  t  be the subalgebra

of fixed points for 9, and let  \i = ¡x £ 3 ¡0x = —x\, so that 3 = ï + £ is a di-

rect sum decomposition, orthogonal with respect to the Killing form of 3.

This is called the symmetric decomposition of  3  defined by 9. We have

[t, js]C ID and [\>, Jj]C t.

Let  a be a Cartan subspace of  \}, that is, a maximal abelian subspace

of  ip which is reductive in  3; Cartan subspaces exist by [l, Théorème 1.13.6].

Let  m   be the centralizer of  a in   Í, [ an arbitrary Cartan subalgebra of m

and Í) = C©a. Then É» is a Cartan subalgebra of  3 [l, Proposition 1.13-7].

Let k   be a field extension of k, "3 = 3®zé,t = t®&, etc., and let 9

be the k -linear extension of 9 to  C). Then ÍQ, 9) is a semisimple symmetric

Lie algebra over k  with symmetric decomposition  3" = T © lp, ci is a Cartan

subspace of  ip, m is the centralizer of 3 in  t, I (resp., 9) is a Cartan sub-

algebra of m (resp., çp, and ~h) = l ©ä.

Suppose that fj is a splitting Cartan subalgebra of 3. (This can be in-

sured by choosing k to be algebraically closed.) Denote by 7? C 9 the set

of roots of  Q  with respect to b,.

Assume now that   a is a splitting Cartan subspace of  ip in the sense of

[l, §1.13], i.e., for all a £ a, the operator ad a on  3  can be upper triangu-

larized and hence diagonalized. Consider the root space decomposition of  3^

with respect to É):

9 = Ç © II t,
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where  cj* denotes the root space for A. Let P : r^  —> a* denote the restric-

tion map, and let 2 denote the set of nonzero members of PiR). For all

¿-linear functionals çS : ä —» k , let

3* = {x £ g|[a, x] = <pia)x fot all a £ a\.

Then clearly

g° = m©ä,    and    3 = 3°©   II 9*.
4>e2

Now for all ¿-linear functionals cp : a —» k, define

oA = \x £ g|[a, x] = <pia)x lot all a £ a}.

Then

g° = m © a,

and since  a is a splitting Cartan subspace, 2 is identified with (i.e., is the

set of ¿-linear extensions of the members of) \cf> £ a \cf> 4 0 and  <¡    4 Oj, and

9=9°©  II 9* = m© a© U 9*-
<PeS <pel

The members of 'S, regarded as elements of either  a   or ä , are called the

restricted roots of g with respect to  a. S spans  0.   over k and ä    over ¿~.

Note that [g*, g*] C g*+^ and that 0g* = g~* for all <p,ifte a*.

For all cp e S, g^ = IJgX, where A ranges through iA £ 7?|P(A) = (/.j, and

setting R' = {A £ 7?|P(A) = Oj, we have

9° = ?©U 9"A.
XeR'

Moreover, 7? 11 is the set of roots of the reductive Lie algebra m with re-

spect to its splitting Cartan subalgebra   C; for all A£ 7? , the root space

mx'T = gx; and

m = Te II    gA
XeR'

(see [1, Propositions 1.13.7(iii) and 1.13.9]). Also, setting 7?" =,A£R|P(A),¿ 0],

we have  PiR") = 2 by definition.

Let B be the Killing form of g  and B  its ¿-bilinear extension to  g, so

that B is the Killing form of g. Then B is nonsingular on 9, and so defines

naturally a nonsingular symmetric bilinear form, denoted B , on 9 . More-

over, since ß(l, a) = 0, B  is nonsingular on  a, thus defining a nonsingular

symmetric bilinear form on ä . Let us identify ä    with the subspace

[A £ §   |A|T = 0} of 1)    by extending the definition of each element of ä   by

requiring it to be zero on   Í. Then the natural bilinear form on ä    is exactly

the restriction of B    to I . Moreover, if we also identify  Í    with the sub-
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space of elements of  9    vanishing on XC, then i)   = I   © ä , and B ( L , ä )

= 0. In particular, the restriction map P : b,   —»a   coincides both with the

projection to ä    with respect to the above decomposition and with the orthog-
a, —ik

onal projection to  a    with respect to B  .

The automorphism 9 of g is 1 on land -1 on a, and so preserves Í).

The transpose of 9\i), which we denote by 9 , is the isometry of I) which

is 1 on   L* and -1 on  a*. Thus P: &,* —» ä* can be realized by the formula

Hii-e*).
Now let i) 0 denote the rational span of R in i) . Then Í) = §    ®   ¿

in a natural way. Moreover, B   is Q-valued and positive definite on the ra-

tional space 9Q. Now 9* preserves 7? and hence preserves  9   , and so

P = Yiil — 9   ) also preserves §_. Thus since 2 consists of the nonzero

members of PiR), 2 C §_, so that for all <p £ 2, B icp, cp) is a positive ra-

tional number. But B is nonsingular on  a because B is nonsingular on "5.

Hence B induces naturally a nonsingular symmetric ¿-bilinear form ( •, ■ ) on

a*. If we identify ä* with  a* ®fe ¿, then B*|a* is just (• ,•) since B*|ä*is

the canonical form on ä   defined by ß|ä. Hence B icp, <p) = (cp, cp) fot all

<f> £ 2, and we have the following two lemmas:

Lemma 2.1. Let a*Q = a* O ~c)*Q and I* = I* n Ç*. Then §* = "a* ©

I   , 9   = 9     ®   ¿, "a  ="aQ ®   ¿  and l*= I*   ®   ¿.  Moreover, "â*   ¿s the

rational span of 2, "5*Q C a* ßWif a*= ä*Q ®Q ¿.

Lemma 2.2. B  |l^0 is rational-valued and positive definite. B is non-

singular on  a.  Denoting by (',•) the corresponding canonical nonsingular

symmetric k-bilinear form on a , we have that B *\ a*= ( •, • ).  In particular,

( •, • ) 7s rational-valued and positive definite on â  , a72a' for all cp £ 2, (cp, cp)

is a positive rational number.

For each A £ R, let wx: h,   —* i,   denote the orthogonal reflection

through the hyperplane of §* orthogonal to A (with respect to B*). Then wx

is an isometry of 9* which preserves É)*   and 7?.   The  Weyl group WR of

g1 with respect to 9 is defined to be the group of isometries of hj* or of 9*

generated by the w^ (A £ 7?).

Now let E be the real vector space §     ®   R. Then the restriction of

B    to É)_ extends naturally to an R-bilinear form Bß on E. Since B* is

positive definite on i¡   , BB is positive definite on E and hence is a Euclid-

ean scalar product on E. W    extends naturally to a group of isometries, also

denoted WR, oí E, and 72 becomes a reduced system of roots in E with Weyl

group WR, in the sense of [l. Appendice ] and [8, §1.1.2].

Recall that the isometry 6* of tj* preserves 7? and £)*. The R-linear

extension of 9   \i)     to E is an isometry of E with square 1 which we call
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9g. Let a = —9E, so that a is an isometry of B which preserves R and has

square 1. Then (7?, a) is a tr-system of roots in E, in the sense of [8,§1.1.3],

except that we allow the cases ct= ±1.

Let E + (resp., E_) denote the +1 (resp., —1) eigenspace of o in E, so

that E = E + © E_, and this is an orthogonal deceomposition. Then

a*=E+n"9~*,   I*=E.O§*,     E+ = U*®QR,    E_=TJ®QR,

and E + is the real span of 2. Recall that we have defined 7?' = ÍA£R|P(R)=0}

and R" = \X e R\P(R) 4 0}. Then clearly R' = R n E_,

R' = {A £ R|oA = -Aj = {A £ R\\\Tt = 0]

and

R" = ÍA£R|o-A¿-A! = ÍA£R|A|Ti,¿ 0Î.

Recall that if A £ 7?', then the root space gx C m.

Lemma 2.3.  For all A £ 7?, a\ - A i R.

Proof. Assume that oA — A £ 7?. Then a\ — A £ 72, and so A — ctA £ /?'.

Thus "9"X-£rACTTi. Let ex be a nonzero vector in  g\ Then 9eK e^S*X=^~°r\

and so [e^, 9e^\ is a nonzero element of  gA-<rX C Tit. But 9[e^, 9e\] =

[0e^, eA] = —[e\, 9e\], so that [e^, 9e^\ £ £>. This contradiction proves the

lemma.    Q. E.D.

This result asserts that (7?, o) is a normal or-system, in the sense of

[8, §1.1.3]. (The proof here, which also appears in [3, p. 76, proof of Lemma

3.6], is more direct than the proof given in [8, Lemma 1.1.3.6] for the special

case of real semisimple Lie algebras.) The results of [8, §1.1.3] on normal

tr-systems a*re now applicable in our context. (The cases a = ±1 do not cause

any difficulty.) In particular, since 2 is the set of orthogonal projections to

E+ of the members of 7?', we have by [8, Proposition 1.1.3.1]:

Lemma 2.4 (S. Araki).  2 7s a (not necessarily reduced) system of roots

in E+, Z72 the sense of [8, §1.1.2]. The Weyl group W of 2 7s the group of

isometries of E+ (with respect to BE) generated by \s, |cS £ 2| where Sj 7s

the reflection through the hyperplane of E+ orthogonaTto çS.

W preserves E+ n () _ ="^0, and its restriction to this space extends

naturally to a group of isometries, still denoted W, of  a, with respect to the

bilinear form ( • , ■ ) in Lemma 2.2. In this context, W is called the restricted

Weyl group of  g  with respect to   a. It is the group of isometries of  a   (with

respect to (•,•)) generated by \sAcp £ 2!, where in this case s j,  is identi-

fied with the orthogonal reflection through the hyperplane of  a   orthogonal to
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<f>. Similarly, W extends to a group of isometries of ä .

We shall need the following result:

Lemma 2.5.  Lef cf> £ 2 and seW.  Then dim o$ = dim cf'1'.

Proof.  It is sufficient to show that the ¿-dimensions of 'g*> and  Qsep

ate equal. By [8, Lemma 1.1.3.5 or Proposition 1.1.3.3], there exists izz £ WR

(the Weyl group for 'g with respect to if) such that w, regarded as an iso-

metry of b/, preserves  a    and   I , and restricts to s on "5 . Hence P ow =

uzos:b,   —»a*. But w preserves R, and hence takes R a = ¡A£R|P(A) = cp]

onto Rs<p a\\e R\P(\) a scf>\. Since

**- ii u\  r*- ii nx>
XeR¿ XeRscb

and each 'g    is one-dimensional, the lemma is proved. Q. E.D.

Let 2+ be an arbitrary positive system in the root system 2.  Then we

have the decomposition

(*) g = m ©a©  II   9*©   II   9"*-
<t>el+ c/>e2+

Let n be the subalgebra Ilg* (cp£'£+) of g.

Lemma 2.6.  We have  g = t © a © n.

Proof. To show that g= í + a+ rt, it is sufficient, in view of (*), to

show that  g-* C I + n for all <p £ 2+.  But if x £ g"*, 9x e $$"* = 9*. so

that x = (x + 0x) — 9x e t + rt. Now suppose x £ ï, y £ a and z en, and sup-

pose x + y + z = 0. Then 0 = 9(x + y + z) = x - y + 9z,  so that 2y + z -9z =

0. But 9z £ Ilijç-   B     i and so by the directness of the sum (*), y = z = 0.

Hence x = 0 also. Q. E.D.

This decomposition is called the Iwasawa decomposition of g  associated

with 9, a and 2 + . We may choose a positive system R+  for R such that

}A£ R|P(A) £2 + | = Ri, where R + = R"o R + , and the Iwasawa decomposi-

tion implies that  Q a í ©ä ©II , £_" $   . ^e shall not need this last fact.

3. The polynomial restriction map F+. Let k be a field of characteristic

zero. For every finite-dimensional vector space V over k, let 5(V) denote

the symmetric algebra over V. Since ¿ is infinite, S(V ) is naturally isomor-

phic to the algebra of polynomial functions on V, i.e., the algebra of sums

of products of linear functionals on V. (The isomorphism takes the symmetric

algebra product /,/, •«• / of linear functionals /. to the corresponding prod-

uct j\f2' • • f   of functions on V.) Hence we may, and often shall, identify
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S(V ) with the algebra of polynomial functions on V.

Let  g = ï © ¡3 be the symmetric decomposition of a semisimple symmet-

ric Lie algebra (g, 9) over k , a C \i a splitting Cartan subspace, and W

the corresponding restricted Weyl group. Then  Ï acts on  $, hence on  $   by

contragredience, and thus on S(p ) by unique extension by derivations. De-

note by Slip )   the corresponding algebra of i-annihilated vectors. Also, W

acts on  a, and hence acts on Sid) by automorphisms. Let S(<x )     be the

algebra of W-invariants.

Denote by F : S(\$ ) —» S(<x ) the restriction homomorphism, and let

E* = FlS^f , so that E* : S(\y*)1 -> S(a*).

Theorem 3.1.  We have FjiSCp*)1) C S(a*)w, and E* : SCp*)* -* S(c?)w

is an algebra injection. ,

Proof. By passing to an algebraic closure of k if necessary, we observe

that to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove it in case k is algebraically

closed. We now make this assumption. However, we shall need it only in the

proof that E^CSt £*)*) C S(o?)w, and only after Lemma 3.3.

First we shall show that E^St £*)1) C S(o?)w and then that E* is injec-

tive. The first assertion will be proved essentially by reducing to the case

in which  g is three-dimensional simple.

Let B be the Killing form of g. Define a bilinear form Bq on g by

Be(x, y)=-B(x, 9y)

for all x, y £ g, so that Bq is a nonsingular symmetric form.

Let 2 C a   be the set of restricted roots of g with respect to  a, and

let m  be the centralizer of  a in   i.

Lemma 3.2.  The decomposition  g= m © a©Iîj,ej g    7s a Bß-orthogonal

decomposition. In particular, Bq is nonsingular on each  g   (çS £ 2), 072 m

ß72a" o72  a.. Also,  B is nonsingular on m  and on  tt.

Proof.  It is easy to see that for all cp, if/ £2, Biçf, çf) = 0 unless cp +

ifr = 0, and that B(g*, m + a) = 0. Since 9çf = çÇ^ for all cS £ 2 and since

Bgim, a) = B(m, a) = 0, the decomposition g= m © a©]!^^ of is Bö-or-

thogonal. Since Bq  is nonsingular, the restriction of Bq  to each component

in this sum is nonsingular.    Q.E.D.

(The nonsingularity of B on  a was proved another way in §2; see Lem-

ma 2.2.)

Since B is nonsingular on  a, B induces a nonsingular symmetric bilin-

ear form ( •, « ) on  a   and an isometry from <X   onto a. For all cp £ 2,  let
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x^ £ a be the image of cp under this isometry. Then B(xj, a) = cp(a) fot all

a £ a, and B(x^, x^) = cpixj} = icp, tfr) for all cp, if/ e 2.

Lemma 3.3. Let cp el,.  For all e £ g  ,

[e, 9e] = Bie, 9e)x^ = -Be(e, e)x^.

Proof. Since 9e £ 9of = g"*, [e, 9e] £ m + a. But <?[e, 0e] = -[e, de],

so that [e, 0e] £ ip. Hence [e, 0e] £ a. Since B is nonsingular on a, it is

sufficient to show that B(a, [e, 9e]) = Bia, Bie, 9e)xA) fot all a £ a. But

Bia, [e, 9e]\ = Bi[a, e], 9e) = B(cp(a)e, 9e) = <p(a)B(e, 9e) = B(a, x(j)B(e, 9e)

a Bia, Bie, 9e)x^),

proving the lemma.    Q.E.D.

Let cS £2.  Since (cp, cp) 4 0 (see Lemma 2.2), we can define

h<p = 2x^/(0, cp) £ a,

and we have cp(hA = 2.

Also, since Bq is a symmetric nonsingular form on g (Lemma 3.2),

there exists e £ cf   such that Bg(e, e) 4 0. Setting

e4¡a(2/(cp,cp)BQÍe,e))l/2e,

which we may do since k is algebraically closed, we get

Eeie<t>,e^) = 2/i<p,cp).

Thus from Lemma 3.3, we have:

Lemma 3.4. [h^ e^[ = 2e^, [h^e^i = 20e¿ aTra" [e^,-9e^. = h^. In

particular, \h^, e i, 9e± \ spans a three-dimensional simple subalgebra g^

of 9-

It is clear that  Q,   is stable under 9, so that  §, = ii © ^j,, where

^ = 9 <f> n ï and  V<p= °><f> <*\AA. Moreover, (g^, 0| g^) is a semisimple sym-

metric Lie algebra. We have

% = kie^ + 9e^)    and    fy - *A¿0 *(e¿ - lfe¿).

We shall use  g^, to show that the restriction to  0. of every element of 5(fc )

is invariant under the Weyl reflection with respect to cp.

From Lemma 3.4, we have

Bí(e¿ + 9e(j>), h¿] = -(e¿ - 9e¿),    [Viie^ + 0e¿), e0 - 0^] = A¿
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and VAie^ + 9e£), t] = 0, where  t = Ker cp C a.

For all /£ 5( A iVAe^ + 6e¿ ■ f)\% © t) = VAe^ + OeJ • (/|fy © t).
In particular, if / £ S()fs ) ,  then /' = /|(fcu © t) is a ï^-annihilated polyno-

mial function on   JDj, © t, where   ij, = k(e, © 9e,) acts on  h¿ © t as indi-

cated above.  The determination of /    is a simple, standard problem in "clas-

sical invariant theory," which we proceed to solve.

Let x = h^ + (-l)1/2(e0 - 0e¡), y = A¿ - (-D1/2(^ - 0e¿)  and let

{z j, ... , zn\ be a basis of t. Then the basis *, y, ar j, ... , x    of ty¿ © t =

^j, + a diagonalizes the action of /2(-l)      ie¿ + 9eA, with eigenvalues -1,

1,0.0, respectively.

Let X, V, Zj, ... , Z_ be the basis of (jfy © t)    dual to x, y, jr     ... ,

z  , so that /'  is a polynomial in these variables. Moreover, íá(—1)     a'¿ + 0*¿)

acts on such a polynomial by the derivation law and the negative transpose of

the action on \¡± © t. Hence X, Y, Z,, ... , Z    is a basis of eigenvectors

of (^L © t)   with eigenvalues 1, —1, 0, ... , 0, respectively.

Write

/'=     £    X>Ykf   (Zv...,Zn),
i,keZ +

where the L'i are uniquely determined polynomials in the Z.'s. The invari-

ance of /' under lAi-l)      ie ± + 9e A asserts that

£   ij-k)xWkfjkizv...,zn) = o,
;,fceZ +

i.e., that f-k a 0 for all pairs /', k such that j 4 k. Hence /' is xAi-l)     (e<¿ + 9eA-

invariant if and only if /   is of the form

/'= Z&YMzv...,zn),
;ez +

which the f.'s ate polynomials in the Z¿'s.

Now let H = X + Y and E = (-1)1/2(X - Y), so that the basis H, E, Z. v

... ,Zn of ( £u © t)   is dual to the basis h^, e ̂  - 9e ^, z p ... , zn of

jfy © t. Then / ' is of the form

/'=   X  (772+E2yg.(Z1,...,Zn),
7'eZ +

where the g.'s are polynomials in the Z.'s.

Since 771 a is a nonzero multiple of cS, E| a = 0 and each Z¿| a annihi-

lates h^, we have

/> = Z <P2ihr
ieZ +
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where each h. is a polynomial in linear functionals on  a. which are orthogo-

nal to cp with respect to ( •, •).  We have shown that for all f £ Si $*) , f\ a =

/ | a is an element of 5(a ) left fixed by the Weyl reflection with respect to

çS.  Since these reflections generate W as cp ranges through 2, f\ a £ Si a)   .

This proves the first part of the theorem.

We turn now to the injectivity of E+. In the following proof, we need not

assume that k is algebraically closed. We begin with some general comments

on symmetric algebras.

Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space (over ¿), and for all r £ Z+,

let STiV) denote the rth homogeneous component of Siv). There is a natural

pairing Í •, • 1 between Sr(V*) and STiV) given as follows:

f/i •••/r,*1 •••*,! = E II </,-> *V(z)>.
o-     z = I

where vl.vTeV,f1,...,ff£V ,(•,•) is the natural pairing between

V    and V and o ranges through the group of permutations of }1, ... , r\.

Then for all v £ V and / £ STiV ), \f, vT\ = rlfiv) (regarding /  as a polynomial

function on  V on the right-hand side). We have two immediate consequences:

Lemma 3.5. (i) Í • , • } 7s a nonsingular pairing.

(ii) Let Z be a Zariski dense subset of V (i.e., for all f £ S(V ), f(Z)

= 0 implies /=0).  T/;e72 \zr\z£Z\ spans Sr(V).

Now   t  acts naturally as derivations on S(ip)  and 5(ip ).

Lemma 3.6.  For each reZ + ,  the natural actions of t on ST()f> ) and

ST(]i) are contragredient under {•,«}.

Proof. Let x £ i, y e )p and z £ )3 . By Lemma 3.5(ii), it is sufficient to

show that ix • zr, yr\ = -\zT, x ■ yT}. But

\x - Zr, yT\ = r!(x • zV1, y'i = rr\(x . z, y)(z, y)'"1

= -rr\(z, [x, y])(z, y)'"1 = -r\z\ [x, yV"1 ! = _{*', x • yT\,

and this proves the lemma.     Q.E.D.

The next lemma is the crucial one. We give two proofs, the first inspired

by P. Cartier's argument in [7, p. 18—20, Proposition l], and the second due

to G. McColIum.

Lemma 3.7.   Under the natural action of t  on S'Cp), Sr(d) generates

STCç>). In particular,

Sr()p) = Sr(a) + t- Sr($.
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Proof #1.  It is clearly sufficient to prove the first statement. Since  g «

m©a©TJ^e2g*, £ = a © q, where   q is the span of \e - 9e\e £ of, cp £ 2}.

Now

Sr(jo)=]J S'(q)Sr-'(a).

7=0

It will be sufficient to prove by induction on ; that the smallest t-invariant

subspace T of ST(\i) containing Sr(a) also contains S,(ol)Sr~,(o.). This is

clearly true for ; = 0, so suppose it is true for 0, 1, ... , ;'.  We shall now

prove it ,for /' + 1. We assume that / < r.

Let cp e 2, e £ of, s e sKq) and a £ a. Then e + 9ee t, and

ie + de) . saT~> = ((e + 9e) . s)ar~' - (r - j)cf>(a)s(e ~ 9e)ar~^+l)

The left-hand side and the first term on the right are in T by the induction

hypothesis, and so cp(a)s(e - 0e)ar-(;+1) £ T.  Let Z = \ae a|0(a) 4 0 for all

cf>e1A. Then Z is Zariski dense in 0. since it is the subset of <x on which

finitely many nonzero polynomial functions do not vanish; the fact that S(& )

is an integral domain implies easily that any such set is Zariski dense. Then

for all <pe% ee of, seS'iq) and a e Z, s(e - öe)a'-(' + 1> eT. But by

Lemma 3.5(a), {ar-(>'+1)|a £ Z} spans Sr-(>+1)(a). Also, as cp, e and s vary,

the terms s(e - 9e) span 5,+1(q). Thus we have shown that

c7+1(q)Sr-(j+1)(a)CT,

completing the induction.    Q.E.D.

Proof #2 (McColIum). Use the first paragraph of Proof #1 and continue as

follows:

Let cp e2 and choose we 0. such that cp(w) m 1. Let  t = Ker cp, so that

a = kw © t. Now let eeg't', se S'(q) and t e Sr-y-¿(t), where 1 < 7 < r - /.

Then e + 9e £ t, and

(e + 9e) . swU a ((e + 9e) . s)w*t - is(e - 9e)wi~1t + swXie + 9e) • t).

The left-hand side and the first term on the right are in T by the induction

hypothesis, and the last term is zero because f £ S(t). Hence s(e- 9e)wl~ t

eT. Butas 7 and f  vary, the products wl~lt span Sr-(j+I)(a), so that

sie - 9e)ST~t-i+l\a) C T.  Also, as cp, e and s vary, the products s(e - 9e)

span S'+1(q). Hence Si+Hq)ST~(j+1\o) C T, and this completes the induc-

tion.    Q. E. D.

To complete the proof of the injectivity of E+, let / £ S(p )   and assume

/|a= 0. The homogeneous components of / are annihilated by  t since the

decomposition
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7=0

is a t-module decomposition. Also, the components of / vanish on  o. be-

cause   0. is closed under scalar multiplication. Hence we may assume / 6

SrCp )   for some r £Z+. Consider the pairing {•,•} between SrCfO ) and

S^tf). Now {/, aT\ » 0 for all a £ a, so that }/, ST(d)\ « 0 by Lemma 3.5(ii).

Also, for all x £ t and s £ S'ífc), i/, x • s] = -¡x . f, s] = 0, using Lemma 3.6.

Thus [f, ST(\¡)\ = 0  by Lemma 3.7, and /= 0 in view of the nonsingularity of

i • , • } (Lemma 3.5(i)). This proves the injectivity of E+, and hence the

theorem.    Q.E.D.

Remark. In the Appendix, we shall give a vector-valued generalization

of the injectivity of E+.

In case dim a= 1, we get more information. We now assume that dim a.

= 1. The following result is clear:

Lemma 3.8. 5(a )     consists of the even polynomial functions on  a, i.e.,

those polynomial functions f  on   a such that f(a) = /(—a) for all a £ a.  If f

is an arbitrary nonzero homogeneous quadratic polynomial function on  a, then

f generates S(a)   , and S(a )    = ¿[/]  is the polynomial algebra generated

byf.

The Killing form B of  g is nonsingular on  o. (Lemma 2.2 or Lemma 3.2),

and its restriction to  *p is i-invariant. Thus the function b on  fc defined by

p H» Bip, p) is a homogeneous quadratic i-invariant polynomial function on \i

whose restriction to  a is nonzero. Hence the last lemma implies:

Lemma 3.9.  The subalgebra k[b]  of SCp )   generated by b is the poly-

nomial algebra generated by b,  and F^ ; k[b] —' S( a )     7s an algebra isomor-

phism.

In view of Theorem 3.1, we therefore have:

Theorem 3.10. Suppose dim a = 1.  r7je72 .F* : $(£*)' — S(a*)w is an

algebra isomorphism, and Sfy )   = k[b];  here k[b]  is the polynomial algebra

generated by b.

Since the restriction of B to  \i is nonsingular and 5-invariant, B in-

duces a t-module isomorphism from the contragredient  t-module   \)    to  \i,

and hence a i-module and algebra isomorphism from S(Jj ) to Si\A.  Let bQ

eSify be the image of b under this isomorphism, so that bQ is the canonical

quadratic element of 5(ip) associated with the restriction of B to   JO, and bQ

is annihilated by  t. Let S(£>)1 denote the subalgebra of i-annihilated vectors

of 5(0.  From Theorem 3.10, we have:
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Corollary 3.11. Suppose dim a = 1.  Then Sity* is generated by bQ, so

that 5(^>)   = ¿[7>n], and k[b0] is the polynomial algebra generated by bQ.

4. The Harish-Chandra map p^. Let g = i © )p be the symmetric decom-

position of a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra (g, 9) over a field ¿ of char-

acteristic zero, and let  0. be a splitting Cartan subspace of  )}. Denote by

2 C a   the corresponding restricted root system and W the restricted Weyl

group. Fix a positive system 2+C 2,  and let  g= í ffia©n be the corre-

sponding Iwasawa decomposition. Define pea   by the condition

pia) = Vi tr(ad a|n)

for all a £ a, or equivalently,

i>4l   Üim of)<p.
2  4>^+

Let § be the universal enveloping algebra of  g, and let K, U and ¡I be

the universal enveloping algebras of  t, a and n, respectively, regarded as

canonically embedded in §, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. The mul-

tiplication map in ^ induces a linear isomorphism ^ — K. ® Cl ® 71, by the

same theorem. (In this section, ® denotes tensor product over k.) Identify-

ing g with K ® Q ® 71, we have

g=K®(Í®(¿.l©7ln) = K®a©gn

-(*• l©íK)®a©gn = (2©tX(2©§Tt.

Let p: § -' Ö be the projection with respect to this decomposition. Since

íg = tKflJl = tmik . 1 + Jin) C t}«} + gn,
we have

g=a©(ig+gn),

and p is also the projection to Q with respect to this decomposition.

Since  a is abelian, U may be identified with the symmetric algebra 5(a),

and hence with the algebra of polynomial functions on   a .  Every affine auto-

morphism T of  a   gives rise to an algebra automorphism T   of (l = 5(a), de-

fined by (T"/)(à) = /(T_1A) for all / £ fl, A £ a*. When T is translation by

p,  i.e., the map which takes A£ a  to A + p, we denote  T    by r. Then

(r/)(A) = /(A - p) for all / £ S and A £ a ,  and r  may be characterized as

the unique automorphism of U which takes  a £ a to a — pia).

Now If is a group of linear automorphisms of  a .  For all s £ W, s~ is

the unique automorphism of U which acts on  a according to the contragredi-

ent of the action of s on  a . Moreover,  W acts as a group of automorphisms
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of U in this way. Let S    be the algebra of W-invariants in 3.

Let g   denote the centralizer of  t in g, and let p^ be the map (r°p)|g,

so that p, : §* - &

Theorem 4.1.  The map p^. : g   —> u 7s a?2 algebra homomorphism with

kernel g   n tg = g   n g f and image contained in Q.w.

Proof. The fact that p% is a homomorphism is easy:   Let x, y £ g , and

write

x = a (mod(ig + gn)),    y = 7> (mod(tg + gn)),

where a, b e (2; then a = p(x) and è = p(y). We have

xy = xc7 (mod ( t g + gn))    (since x £ g )

= a&(mod(tg+gn)),

since [a, n] C n.  Hence

xy = p(x)p(y)(mod(ïg+gn)),

and so p(xy) = p(x)piy). Since r is a homomorphism, p+ is also a homomor-

phism.

Now Ker pm~ Ker p\§\ and the fact that Ker p\§1 = g* D t g = gln gt

is proved in [l, Proposition 9.2.15];'the proof is essentially that of [5, Remark

4.6]. (Actually, the cited result deals with the projection to U with respect

to the decomposition g = u ©(gt + rtg), but we get the desired result either

by applying the transpose antiautomorphism of g or by imitating the argument

in [l] or [5] for the present map p.) The cited proof simplifies somewhat in

the present special case. Also, in place of the argument in [5, Proof of Lem-

ma 4.l] (see also [6] and [1, Lemma 9.2.7, part (b) of the proof]), which uses

methods from the theory of Lie or algebraic groups, we can instead use the in-

jectivity assertion in Theorem 3.1 above, whose proof of course does not in-

volve Lie or algebraic groups. Incidentally, in the Appendix, we show how

the injectivity argument in Theorem 3.1 can be used to give a proof of [l, Lem-

ma 9.2.7(b)] in full generality, and even to generalize it, without algebraic

groups. The cited proof of the equality g   n tg = g  n gt is independent of

the assertion about the kernel of p^. None of the above requires  ¿ to be al-

gebraically closed.

We must now show that pjfè ) C u . We shall do this first when dim a

= 1, in which case we shall also show that the image of p+ is exactly Cf .

We shall finally reduce the general case to this case.

Assume now that dim a = 1. In proving that p+(g ) = U   , we may, and

do, also assume that ¿ is algebraically closed. In fact, however, this as-

sumption will only be used in proving Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4.
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Let A: 5(3) —» g be the canonical linear isomorphism from the symmetric

algebra of 3 to the universal enveloping algebra, so that A is defined by the

formula

A(¿?1 • • ' 8„) = — £  got« ' ' " Scr(n)
72!        a

for all 72 £ Z+  and g. £ 3; here the product on the left is taken in 5(g), the

products on the right are taken in '¿j, and cr ranges through the group of per-

mutations of \l, ... , n\ (see [l,§2.4]). For all g £ g   and ?j £ Z+, A(g") = gn,

and this condition determines A since the powers of elements of g span 5(g)

(see Lemma 3.5(ii)). Moreover, A is a g-module isomorphism with respect to

the natural actions of  g on 5(g) and g as derivations (see [l, §2.4.10]).

Let B be the Killing form of  g,  so that B is nonsingular on   Jj. Let bQ

be the canonical quadratic element of S()fi)   associated with the restriction of

B to  $, as at the end of §3, and set uQ = X(b0) £A(5(^)f) C gE.  Our goal now

is to compute p^iuA.

As in §3, we define the nonsingular symmetric form Bq on 3 by Bgix, y)

= -B(x, 9y) fot all x, y£ 3. Then Bq is nonsingular on a©n, and Bg(a,n)

= 0 (Lemma 3.2).

Lemma 4.2. Define the linear map f : affin —»3 by the conditions /= 1

072 a a72ii / = 2~1/2(1 - 9) on n. Then f( a ffi n) C jo, a72a* / : a ffi n —• £ 7s

a linear isomorphism which is an isometry from Bq to B.

Proof. Clearly, /(affin) C Jo.  From the Iwasawa decomposition, it fol-

lows that (1 — 9) : a ffi n —» £> is a-linear isomorphism, and so / : a ffi n —» Jp

is also a linear isomorphism, since /= 54(1 - 9) on  a and 2-1'2(l - 9) onn.

We must now show that for all x, y £ affin, ß(/(x), f(y)) = Bq(x, y). This

is true if x, y £ a since Bq= B on   a. Let x £ a, y £ n. Then Bq(x, y) = 0.

But

B(/(x), f(y)) a 2~1A Bix, y-9y)a 2~H B(x, y) - 2"* B(x, 9y) = 0,

so that the desired relation again holds. Finally, let x, y £ n. Then

B(f(x),fiy)) = lAB(x-9x,y - 9y) = -Y2B(x,9y) - ViB(9x,y) = Beix,y).

The lemma follows from the bilinearity and symmetry of Bq and B.    Q. E.D.

Let a£2+ be the (unique) simple restricted root, so that n= gaffig   a.

and  g2a may be zero. Since ¿ is algebraically closed and Bq is nonsingular

on  a, ga and g2a (Lemma 3.2), we may choose e1 £ a such that Be(e v eA

- 1 and Bö-orthonormal bases  e", ... , e^ of  ga and e A^, ... , e J1 of  g a.

The orthogonality of the decomposition  a ffi ga ffi g2a (Lemma 3.2) implies
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that e y e*, ... , e" e2a, ... , esa is a Bg-orthonormal basis of  affin.

Hence by Lemma 4.2, f(e^), f(e°¡), ... , f(e*), }(e\a), ... , fie2/) isa

B-orthonormal basis of  J5. This basis is ei, 2"      (e^ - 9e^ ), ... ,

2~l'2(e2a - 9e2a), ....  But if X., ... , x   is any B-orthonormal basis of J3,

b0 = x2 + • • • + x2 in 5(£), and hence z/0 = \(b0) = x\ + •. • + x2 in g. Thus

«0 = e2 + xÁie\ - 9e\)2 + . .. + H(e* - 9e*)2

+ Viief - te2*)2 + - • - + Vzie2/ - 9e2/)2.

To compute pJ.uQ), first note that p^ie2) = (t o p)(e2) = r(e2) =(el-p(e^)2.

Now let e = e* (1 < 7 < r) or e2a (l < j < s). Then

V2(e-9e)2aY2i2e-ie + 9e))2

a lAi4e2 + (e + 9e)2-2e(e + 9e)-2(e + 9e)e)

a-e(e + 9e)(mod(t£+§n))

= -e0e(mod(fg+gn))

«-[*, te](mod(tg+gn)).

Recall from §3 that xa is the unique element of  a such that B(xa, x) = a(x)

for all x£ a and that *2a= 2x a ^ 2a £ 2). Since B&(e, e) = 1,  Lemma 3.3

implies that [e, 9e] = -xa if e e 0a and [e, 0e] = -2xa if e £ g2a. Thus from

the above computation,

p(u0) = e2 + (r + 2s)xa = e2 + (dim ga + 2 dim g2a)xa,

and hence

pj.u0)a(ei -pieA)2 + (dim g% 2 dim g2a )(xa- p(xa)).

Let w be the unique element of a such that a(w) = 1. Then by the de-

finition of p,

piw) = ^(dim ga + 2 dim g2a).

Let w = ce ^ and xa= de j (c, ¿fi ¿). Then since BÍx^ w) = a(w) = 1 and

B(ey ßj) = B^(ej, ßj) = 1, we have that cd = 1. Thus

P*("(P = ^ei - pieA,)2 + 2p(w)(xa - p(xa))

= iel- p(el))2 + 2cdp(eA(ei - pie A)

= (ex -p(eA,)2 + 2p(eA(ei - p(e A)

ae\-p(eA2.
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Summarizing, we have proved:

Lemma 4.3. Assuming that dim a = 1  a72a" that k is algebraically closed,

choose e.e a such that B(e., e.) = 1. Then

pj.u0) = e\ - pie A2 = (e^ +p(e1))(c1 - pie A).

Since B is nonsingular on a, we can reformulate the last lemma as fol-

lows:

Lemma 4.4. Assume dim a = 1, and let e £ a, e 4 0. Then Bie, e) 4 0,

a72a'

p*(u0) a (e2 - p(e)2)/B(e, e) = (e + p(e))(e - p(e))/B(e, e).

The point is that this holds even if k is not algebraically closed, and

from now on we can drop the algebraic closure assumption.

Now clearly e   — p(e)2 £ Q.  , and since this element is quadratic (al-

though not homogeneous), it generates G.   , and in fact U    = ¿[e2 - pie) ] is

the polynomial algebra generated by e   -pie)2. But uQ e g , ànd p+: g ~~*U

is an algebra homomorphism. Hence we have:

Lemma 4.5. The subalgebra k[uQ] of g generated by uQ is isomorphic

to the polynomial algebra generated by uQ; pJ.k[uQ]) C (1W; and p^: k[uA —•

U     7s a72 algebra isomorphism.  In particular,  p^(g ) 7> U   .

To complete the proof that p^(g ) = U     when dim a = 1, we need one

last lemma:

Lemma 4.6. gf = (g£ n tg) ffi k[uQ].

Proof. Let g0 C gj C g2 C ... be the standard filtration of g and 5Q(p)

C 5,(p) C 5,(p) C • •• the standard filtration of 5(p), so that for all r £ Z + ,

5 (p) = II'- 57(p).  The multiplication map in g induces a linear isomor-

phism g » K ® A(5(p)), and grCK ®A(5/p)) for all r £ Z+ (see [l, Propo-

sition 2.4.15 and its proof]). Thus

gr C (fX © k ■ I) ® A(5/p)) C tg ffi A(5r(p)).

Since the decomposition on the right is a i-module decomposition,

g( n gr c (ge n tg) ffiA(5(p)e n 5r(p)).

But 5(p)e = ¿[7>0] (Corollary 3.11), and so

(*) gE n gr c (ge n tg) ffi A(¿[&0] n si p)).
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Now the sum (g   fl tg) + k[uQ] in the statement of the lemma is direct

by Lemma 4.5, since g   f~i tg C Ker p+. Hence to prove the lemma it is suffi-

cient to show that g C (g   n tg) + k[uQ]. We shall show by induction on

r £ Z+ that g' n gr C (gf n tg) + ¿[a0].. This is trivial if r = 0.  Assume it

is true for r.  To prove it for r + 1, note that by (*) it is sufficient to show

that

A(*[*0] n 5r+1(p)) C (gC O tg) + k[u0].

If r is even, we are done because ¿[7>Q] n 5 +1(p) = k[bQ] n 5 (p), and the

induction hypothesis implies the result. Suppose r is odd. In view of the

induction hypothesis, it is sufficient to show that ^ib^7    '    ) £ (g   O tg) +

k[uQ].- -But

A(T,<0'+1>/2) . \ib(07-1)/2)Xib0) (mod gl O gf).

(Indeed, for all x £ 5m(g), y £ 5 (3), we have A(xy) = A(x)A(y) (mod §m+„_i)«)

Again by the induction hypothesis, A(i>|,,'~H/'2) C (g   n tg) + k[uQ]y so that

\ib(7-l)/2)\ib0) a A(&^-«/2)„0 £ (gl fl tg) + k[uQ].

A final application of the induction hypothesis proves the desired result.

Q.E.D.
We now summarize our conclusions for the case dim a = 1. From Lem-

mas 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6, we have:

Theorem 4.7. Assume dim a = 1. The homomorphism  p^ : g  —*u. has

kernel g  O tg and image 3  .   Let bQ be the canonical quadratic element

of 5(p) associated with the restriction of the Killing form of 3  ío   p (see the

end of §3), a72a" 7ef z/Q = A(èQ), so that uQ £ g .  T/ze72 the subalgebra ¿[aQ]

of g   generated by uQ  is isomorphic to the polynomial algebra generated by

u0, and p^ : k[uQ] —► Q     is an algebra isomorphism.  Moreover,

P*iu0)a(e2-p(e)2)/B(e,e),

where e is an arbitrary nonzero element of a.

Note that we did not have to refer to the general result on Ker p% to

show that Ker p^ = g   n tg when dim a = 1.

We must finally prove that ¿^(g ) C â     when dim a is arbitrary. We

shall do this by applying Theorem 4.7 to certain semisimple subalgebras of

3 associated with the simple restricted roots.

Assume then that dim a is arbitrary, and fix a simple restricted root a.

Let m  be the centralizer of  a in  f, and set
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3a=mffiaffi    II      g'a=   ¿   g'a,
y = ±l,±2 ,=-2

where  g2aand  g~      might be zero. Then  ga is a subalgebra of  g. Let 2a

denote the set of positive restricted roots not proportional to  ex, and let

n* =   II g*.

The simplicity of a implies that if ß £ 2a and y is either a positive re-

stricted root or a restricted root proportional to a, then /3 + y£2a if /3+a

is a restricted root. Hence n   is a subalgebra of n, and [g^ n™ C n . Also,

setting na= ga © g2a, we have n= na©na.

We claim that  ga is reductive in  g. In fact, Ker a is a subspace of  a

and hence a subalgebra of  g reductive in  g. But ga is exactly the central-

izer of Ker a in  g. The claim now follows from [1, Proposition 1.7.7].

Now  ga is stable under 9, so that  ga= ta © pa, where   ta= ga n t

and  pa = ga O p. Moreover,   ga is a reductive Lie algebra since it is reduc-

tive in g. Hence  gt = [ga, ga] is a semisimple Lie algebra and  ga= gt © C,

where  C is the center of  ga, and both  gj and  C are stable under 9. Thus

if we set 9l = 9\o,y t, = gj C\t, p, = gj njj, ct=cnf and c_ = c n p,

then (g15 9A is a semisimple symmetric Lie algebra with symmetric decom-

position  gt = tj © pj, and we also have   C= C+ ffi c_, t0= tj © c+ and  pa

= pj ©C_.

Let xa£ a be the unique element such that B(x¿, a) = a(a) fot all a £ a,

where B is the Killing form of  g. Then a= ¿xa©Ker a.

Lemma 4.8. We have

Qla(Qlnm)®kxa®     II     g'a
y=±i,±2

and

c= (c Dm) ©Ker a.

In particular,  C+= c n m a72a" C   = Ker ex.

Proof. Clearly  Ug;'aC glf and so  g, - (g, O m) ffi (gt O o} ©Ug7'a. To

determine  gj f~l a, recall that the symmetric bilinear form Bq is nonsingular

on  g    (see Lemma 3.2),and so we may choose e £ ga such that Bg(e, e) 4 0.

But then Lemma 3.3 implies that [e, 9e] is a nonzero multiple of xa. This

shows that kxaC gt n a. On the other hand, Ker aC c_, and  C_ C a be-

cause  a is its own centralizer in   p. Since  a= ¿xa©Ker a and (g, n a) (1

C_ C gj n C = 0, we must have  gj D a = ¿xa and C_ = Ker a. The rest of

the lemma is clear.    Q. E.D.
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Lemma 4.9. Let  a. =-¿xa.  Then  0.^ is a splitting Cartan subspace of

p., for the semisimple symmetric Lie algebra (g,, 9A.

Proof. Clearly,   a.  is an abelian subspace of  pj which is reductive in

g^ We must show that  &l is its own centralizer in   pj. But from Lemma 4.8,

the centralizer of  aj in  gj is (gj O m) © alf and this implies the desired

result.    Q.E.D.

Let ctj = a| aj, so that <Xj £ Oj. Then the restricted roots for (g15 9A

with respect to  aj are  ±cXj and possibly  ±20^ (depending on whether ±2a

are roots for  g). Choose  cij (and possibly 2aA as the positive restricted

roots, and let n} be the sum of the positive restricted root spaces in  g,.

Then the corresponding Iwasawa decomposition of  g. is   g, = t, © a, © n..

Moreover, n} = na as previously defined. Furthermore, the Iwasawa decompo-

sition of  gj is compatible with that of  g, in the sense that  ij = gx Cl i, a, =

9,na and nj = gj n n.

Our goal now is to express the mapping p : g —* u in a form which re-

lates it to the corresponding mapping for  g,.

Let ga, 3\a, 7ta and 7la denote the universal enveloping algebras of  ga,

t^ na and n , respectively, regarded as canonically embedded in g. Then

regarding the following equalities as canonical linear isomorphisms, we have

g =K ® S ®7l =K® fl ® 7la® 7la = K ® S ® 3ltt ® (¿-1 ©7tana)

= J(®Ö®7la©gna.

Now let  v be an arbitrary linear complement of  ta in  t, let A: 5(g) —► g de-

note the canonical linear isomorphism, and let 5^(x) denote the ideal 1I~_j5'(t;)

of S(v). Then

K = A(5(t))®Ka

(see [l, proof of Proposition 2.4.15])

= A(¿ . 1 © Sjlx)) ® Ka = ik . 1 © \(S¿x)))® Ka

= Ka©A(5!)t(t;))®K£r
Hence

g = (Ka © \(S¿v)) ® Ka) ® a ® K © gna

=Ka ® a ® 7ia © A(5+(r)) ® Ka ® a ® na © gna.

Since clearly  Qa = ta © a © na, we have

grf=Ka®a®7ia,
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and so

§ = ga©A(5+(t))®ga©gna.

Let q: g —»ga denote the projection map with respect to this decomposition.

Then Ker a C Ker p, since \(Sjx)) C tg and-gnaC gn, and so p = p o q.

Now  ga= gj © C, 9j = fj © Oj © Itj and  c= c+ © c_. Letting gj, fij,

C, L-+ and C_ denote the universal enveloping algebras of 3,, a,, C, C+and

C_, respectively, we have

g^a^tt^ + g^)
and

e = e+ ® e_ = (¿. i © c+e+) ® e_ = e_ © c+e.

Let pj : g j —♦ Clj and p2 : C —* C_ be the projections with respect to these

decompositions, so that in particular, pj is the mapping for g,  analogous to

the mapping p fot g. Now §a=§{® £ and Q = 3t ® (?_, so we have a

mapping pj® p2: ga~»a.

Lemma 4.10.   The maps pj ® p2 aTZ^ p|ga /rom §a /o â are the same.

Proof. Let x£gp y £ C, and write x ■ fl (mod(t ,§, + §,n,)) and y =

¿(mod c+C), where a ed^ and ¿>£C_. Then since £ centralizes g,,

xy = ay    (mod ( tg + gn))

= ab    (mod(tg + gn)),.

and so pixy) = ab.    Q. E.D.

Hence we have:

Lemma 4.11.  The map p: g —» 0. can be expressed in the form p =

(?1® p2) °q-

In order to complete our proof, we have to be more specific about the

choice of the complement X of  ta in  t.

Lemma 4.12. The subalgebra  ta is reductive in g.

Proof. Since Ker a is a subalgebra of  g reductive in  g and since  ga

is the centralizer of Ker a ¡n  g, [l, Proposition 1.7.7] implies that the re-

striction to  3a of the Killing form B of  3 is nonsingular and that the semi-

simple and nilpotent components (with respect to  3) of an element of  o>a be-

long to  3a. Now B(fa, pa) = 0, so that B is nonsingular on  ta.   Let x £ tœ

and let x    and x    be the semisimple and nilpotent components of x, respec-

tively. Then xj, xn £ 3a by the above. But x = 9x = 9xs + 9xn, and since

9x    ¡s semisimple, 9x    is nilpotent and [9x , 9x ] = 9[x , x ] = 0, we must
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have 9x   = x    and 9x   = x . Hence x   £ q„ Pi t = t. and x   £ û„ n t = E„.
s 5 n n s      ^w- ce n      ^^ cc

Thus   ta satisfies the conditions of [1, Proposition 1.7.6], and so  ta is re-

ductive in  3.    Q.E.D.

By the lemma,   ta is reductive in   t, and so we may choose   X above to

be a ta-invariant complement of   ta in   t. Then the three summands in the

decomposition above which defines the projection q ate all testable (recall

that [3a, na] C na), and so a is a ta-map. In particular, a(g a) = gaa, where

superscript as usual denotes centralizer. Now since  ta = tj © c+ and  C+

centralizes ga, gaa= ga!. But since ga=g,®(£ and  tj centralizes C,

g^ = gj ' ® C. Hence from Lemma 4.11, we have

p(§S=(p1®p2)(a(gS = (p1®p2)(g|l®a

= p1(§!1)®p2(e) = p1(g1fl)®e_.

The conclusion is:

Lemma 4.13. We have p(g'a) = p'gj1) ®C_.

We are now in-a position to apply Theorem 4.7. Let

pa=^(dim 3a+2dim 32a)a

and let pa = pj a^ Then pa is half the sum of the positive restricted roots

(with multiplicities counted) for  9,, and pj C_ = 0. Let tra be the affine

automorphism of  a   which takes A £ a   to sa(A + pa) - pa (where sa is the

Weyl reflection with respect to a), and let Y = 0"^ (in the sense of the begin-

ning of this section), so that y is an automorphism of d. Also, let a'a be the

affine automorphism of  a, which takes A £ a, to —A —2pa, and let ¿5 =

(ff'a)~: 3j —» Q1. (Here the symbol " is used with respect to   üj instead of

a.) Denote by 0? and Q. the respective algebras of invariants. By Theo-

rem 4.7, pjigj1) = r~KUj 1), where Wl denotes the (two-element) Weyl group

of  3j, and Tj = T*: (Î. ~* fl-, where T: a   —» a* is translation by p'a. But

r'Hflj ) is exactly Qy so that p^gj1) = a^ On the other hand, we have:

Lemma 4.14.  If we identify Gt with 8.. ® C_,  the automorphism y of (i

equals 8 ® 1.

Proof. Let sa be the linear automorphism of a which is the transpose

of sa. Then s'a is -1 on  at and 1 on  C_. Now y is the automorphism of U.

determined by the condition y(a) = s'J,a) — 2pa(a) for all a £ a. Also, 8 is

the automorphism of 3j determined by the condition 8(a^) =-al — 2p'J,aA =

—al - 2oa(aj) for all al £ o.y Let a^ £ ax and c e c_. It is sufficient to

show that y(aj + c) = 8 ® l(«j ® 1 + 1 ® c) (regarding 0. and 3j ® £ as
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identified). But

yiax + c) = s^(aj + c) - 2pa(at + c) = -al + c - 2pa(aA,

and

8 ® l(at ® 1 + 1 ® c) = 8iaA ® 1 + 1 ® c

= (-a1-2pa(a1))  ®1 + l®c.

Since these two elements identify with each other, the lemma is proved.

Q.E.D.
In view of the lemma, 07 = 0^ ® C_, and so we can conclude from Le

ma 4.13 and the discussion preceding Lemma 4.14:

Lemma 4.15. We have p(g a) = 07; here 07 denotes the algebra of inva-

riants in 0 under the automorphism y a cra, where a is the affine automorphism of

a   which takes A £ a   to sa(X + pa) — pa.

We need one final lemma. Recall that p = 14 2^ e2 (dim of)cf>.

Lemma 4.16. We have sa(p) — p = sa(pa) — pa.

Proof. Let 2a denote the set of positive restricted roots not proportion-

al to a.   Then the simplicity of a implies that sa2a= 2^. On the other

hand, for all ß £ 2, saß £2 and in fact dim Of = dim 3^a^ (see Lemma 2.5).

Thus

Sa<-P) = "T(dIm 9a+ 2 dim 92a)a 4   S   (dim of)cp,
¿e2a

and so

sa(p)-p=-idim ga+2dim g2a)a= -2pa= sa(Pa) -.pa.       Q.E.D.

By the last two lemmas,  p(g a) = 07, where y = 0"^ and tra is the affine

automorphism of  a   which takes A£a   to sa(A + p)-p. Recall that r=T~:

0 ~~* 0 where. T: 0. —»a   is translation by p. Then AO.^) is the algebra of

invariants for s£. Denoting this algebra by 0 a, we now have the following

conclusion:

Theorem 4.17. 7?2 the notation of the beginning of this section, let <X£2

be an arbitrary simple restricted root, define the subalgebra

ga=m©a©    II     g'a=   ¿   9ya,
y=±l,±2 ;=-2

where   g2a and g-2a 7?z7g77i be zero, and let  ta= ga ni.  Denote by g      the

centralizer of ia in g, and by 0Sa the subalgebra of 0 consisting of the
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elements invariant under the natural action of the Weyl reflection sa on 0.   Then

(r o p)(gEa) = 0s«.  In particular,  p^g1) C 0\

Since W is generated by the simple reflections sa, we can conclude

that p^g1) C 0W, and Theorem 4.1 is proved.    Q. E.D.

5.  Appendix. Here we shall give a vector-valued generalization of the

injectivity of the map F^ (see §3).  In a class of important cases (of the

module  V, in the notation below), this generalization is already known (see

[5, Lemma 4.1], [61 and [l, Lemma 9.2.7, part (b) of the proof]), but in addi-

tion to being more general, the present proof is elementary in that it does not

require theory of Lie or algebraic groups.  The argument presented here is G.

McCollum's simplification of our original proof.

Let   3 = t ffi p be the symmetric decomposition of a semisimple symmet-

ric Lie algebra over a field k of characteristic zero and let  a be a Cartan

subspace of   p. Then   t  acts naturally on   p,  and thus on  p    and on 5(p ).

Let V be an arbitrary (possibly infinite-dimensional) t-module. Then since

5(p ) is naturally identified with the algebra of polynomial functions on   p,

the tensor product t-module 5( p ) ® V may be identified with a space of

V-valued functions on   p. (In this section, ® denotes tensor product over:¿.)

Similarly, 5( a ) ® V may be identified with a space of V-valued functions on

a. Let (5(p*) ® V)E be the space of f-annihilated vectors in 5(p*) ® V, and

let F% : (5( p*) ® V)   -* 5( a*) ® V denote the natural restriction map.

Theorem 5.1.  Ev z's injective.

Proof. Let /0 £(5(p ) ® V)   and suppose  F^(fA = 0. The homogeneous

components of fQ with respect to the decomposition

5(p*) ® Va JJ  Sr(p*)  ® V

r=0

are annihilated by  t, since the terms in this decomposition are t-stable.

The components of /0 also vanish on  a; this follows from the fact that  a is

stable under scalar multiplication. Hence it is sufficient to prove that if fQ

is a t-annihilated element of 5^(p ) ® V for some r£ Z+ and if the restric-

tion of f0 to  a is zero, then f0 = 0.

Recall from §3 the pairing i •, •} between 5'(p*) and 5r(p). Define a

bilinear map <u : (5r( p*) ® V) x 5r(p) —» V by the condition g ® v, s H» ig, sji;

for all g £ 5r(p*), v eV and s £ 5r(p).In view of Lemma 3.6, &> is a t-map

in the sense that co(x • f, s) + co(f, x « s) «= x • co(f, s) for all x £ t, / £ 5r(p )

® V and s £ 5r(p).  Also, for all / £ 5r(p*) ® V, co(f, 5r(p)) = 0 implies / = 0.

Indeed, let if.} be a basis of V, and write /= 2¿ g¿ ® f¿, where g¿ £5r(p ),
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Then

0 = £ o(g. ® vf 5'(p)) = X \gf s7W\
i i

so that ig., 5r(p)i = 0 for each  t.  By Lemma 3.5(i), each g. = 0,  and so

/=0.
Now let T = if £5r(p)|cu(/0, f) = 0}.  Then T is a t-submodule of 5r(p).

In fact, if f £ T and x £ t, then <o(/0, x • t) = x • tu(/0, f) - cu(x • /Q, f) = 0

since f £ F and x • fQ = 0. But 5r(a) C T. Indeed, let a £ a, and write f0 =

2,- g2- ® f f for some g{ £ 5r(p*) and v . £ V. Then

«i/o. *r) = "Z Ig? *r if,- = 2>! «/«)",■ = '! fo^ = °
Í i

by hypothesis, and the fact that 5r(a) C T follows from Lemma 3.5(ii). Thus

T is a t-submodule of 5r(p) containing 5f(a),  so that T = 5r(p) by Lemma

3.7.   (Note that the field extension technique shows that Lemma 3.7 holds

even when  a is not a splitting Cartan subspace.) That is, coif0, 5r(p)) = 0,

and so fQ = 0 by the last paragraph.    Q. E. D.
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